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SITE MAP WEB ÂŁ DISCLAIMER : This website is
not affiliated to the respective copyright

holders. All copyright and other intellectual
property rights are reserved by their respective

owners.We are planning to hold a contest to
find an EEPROM programmer. The main

application of the programmer would be testing
all the various `clean-ups' done to the PA1038,
PA1238, and PA2508 chips. One programmer

would test all the various clean-ups to the
PA1038, PA1238, and PA2508 chips. One

programmer would test all the various clean-
ups to the PA1038, PA1238, and PA2508 chips.

The current version is sort of a "spray and
pray" method, and there are lots of things that

still aren't tested. The program handles all
versions of the EEPROM, automatically

detecting and using the correct library (v1 to
v4). It handles the basic chip instructions, and
a lot of the EEPROM specific instructions. The

contest would basically be an elimination
round. I would ask you to complete a very short
survey at the end, which asks questions about

the EEPROM programmers you've used, or
heard of. This will help identify the best design
and methods. The proposed winner would get
an upgraded programmer and a free copy of
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the software. I have more than enough
EEPROM programmers. The only requirement is

that the programmer can handle the various
SOT23-5 and SOT23-6 packages, which have

different libraries, and different pin layout. The
PA1004 package has the same pin out as the

PA2508, but is half the size. Anyone from SOIC,
TO-3, TQFP, and SOT23 packages are welcome
to participate. To give you an idea of how busy
I am at the moment, I am currently accepting

entries, and am almost done with the
programmer. I will be releasing the contest info
in January, when I start to have time to clean

up the current program and re-factor it to
match the new tool. But I don't want the

contest to eat up all my time. I posted an offer
to make the programmer available on this

forum. I'm in New Jersey and don't have the
software yet, so if any EEPROM or EEPROM
programmers are interested, let me know.
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